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Executive Summary 
Hervé Guillon, Colin F. Byrne, Belize A. Lane, Gregory B. Pasternack, and Samuel Sandoval-Solis 

 
The objective of this research study was to determine a channel reach morphology classification 
and the spatial distribution of each geomorphic class for five coastal regions of the state of 
California: Klamath, North Coast, Central Coast (North and South) and South Coast. A 
geomorphic class is defined as an archetypical stream form at the 10 – 20 channel width scale 
(e.g. riffle-pool, plane bed, etc.) that has: (a) well-defined channel attributes (e.g. slope, bankfull 
width, etc.), (b) topographic variability attributes (TVA) (e.g. coefficients of variation of width 
and depth), (c) sediment composition (e.g. D50, D84, etc.) and (d) landscape location (e.g. valley 
confined, partly confined or unconfined) that can be verified in the field. The classification was 
informed by 596 field-surveyed streams in the coastal regions: Klamath (105), North Coast (201), 
Central Coast North (104) and South (119), and South Coast (67). Surveyed streams in the 
coastal region catchments were analyzed using multivariate statistical techniques to identify 
groups of reaches with similar stream forms. This study focusses on the geomorphic 
classification for the Coastal Region’s catchments. A total of 34 channel types were identified in 
the coastal regions (Table ES-1).  Figure ES-1 shows the location of 596 classified field-surveyed 
locations. 
 

Table ES-1 - Channel types in the Coastal Regions of California 

 
For each Region, the first column refers to channel type number; the second column refers to confinement: Confined (C), Unconfined (U), Partly Confined (P); the 
third column refers to predominant sediment: Boulder (Bou), Bedrock(Bed), Cobble (Cob), Gravel (Grv), Sand (San) and the fourth column refers to channel form: 
Step-Pool (SP), Riffle-Pool (RP), Uniform (UN), Plane Bed (PB), Bed Undulating (BU), Cascade (CS), and Braided (BR). 

 
Channel types in confined (C) settings exhibit the greatest diversity, 18 channel types were 
identified in this setting, almost all channel forms (except braided) and predominant sediment 
(except sand) occur in this confinement setting and they occur in all regions. Channel types in 
partly confined (P) settings exhibit low diversity, 7 channel types were identified in this setting, 
channel form is predominantly riffle-pool (RP), the predominant sediment in these channel types 
is gravel and they occur mostly south of the San Francisco Bay. Channel types in unconfined (U) 
settings exhibit low diversity, 9 channel types were identified in this setting; two channel form 
are predominant in this setting, riffle-pool (RP) and Uniform (UN), the predominant sediment in 
these channel types are gravel and sand and they occur in all regions. 
 
Within each region, the associated channel type classification was used as the training set to 
determine a statistical model using machine learning (ML) techniques that spatially predict 
channel types throughout each catchment. The field sites already classified are incorporated as 
labels into a large-scale supervised ML model. Three set of ML models were tested: Artificial 
Neural Networks (ANN), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest (RF). ML models 
used from 287 to 147 coarse-scale as predictor variables describing topography, geology, soils, 
climate and land use. Across all regions, the distributions of the criterion Area Under the Curve 



(AUC) and accuracy indicate that ANN is under-performing in comparison to RF and SVM. In 
addition, three performance metrics are used to assess the predictive modeling accuracy for SVM 
and RF: regional entropy, entropy rate and stream-interval entropy. In all regions, SVM and RF 
channel type predictions respect the general expected geomorphic organization of the landscape: 
confined high gradient channel types are dominantly predicted in mountainous areas where they 
are expected to occur while unconfined channel types are predicted in valley areas. For all 
regions, a random forest model was selected to spatially predict channel types for each catchment 
because it has the second best performance model (closet to SVM) but it provided consistent 
channel type predictions, which was not the case for SVM. In addition, the spatial significance of 
the predictions from the best models was assessed using expert-knowledge, with a focus on the 
general spatial organization of channel types across the different regions as well as their 
geomorphic relevance. Aerial imagery was used to confirm predictions at selected sample 
locations. In addition, this study also identified the uncertainty of a given reach to be classified 
correctly by using the Shannon-Weiner entropy index, that identifies at which location the 
prediction is more stable or not. 
 

  
Figure ES-1 - Geomorphic classification of channel types in the Coastal Regions of California   

Form: Cascade (CS), Step-Pool 
(SP), Riffle-Pool (RP), Uniform 
(UN), Plane Bed (PB), Bed 
Undulating (BU), Braided (BR) 
Confinement: Confined (C), 
Unconfined (U), Partly Confined (P) 
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1. Objectives and Deliverables 
 
To better understand how managed environmental flow prescriptions will impact native biota 
throughout the streams and rivers of California, knowledge of the types and distributions of 
physical habitat is critical. In management contexts, physical habitat is often defined at the reach-
scale (i.e. 10-20 channel widths) and classification of reach-scale channel types serves as a 
method to simplify heterogeneous river conditions across entire stream networks. However, in 
order to understand these channel types and, thus, physical habitat throughout a network, two key 
steps are necessary: (1) a classification of the channel types that exist within a stream network 
must be defined, and (2) predictions of where those channel types occur must be developed. This 
report describes methods and results of addressing these two steps within five management 
regions of coastal California. 
 
Five regions were the focus of this study: the Klamath (K), North Coast (NC), North Central 
Coast (NCC), South Central Coast (SCC), and South Coast (SC) (Figure 1). Region specific 
classifications and predictions are inherently more tailored to the existing stream conditions than 
previous classifications developed in other regions or broad universal classifications. Within each 
region, site-specific field data were first classified into unique channel types (Sections 2 and 3) 
and channel types were predicted across stream networks using remotely sensed databases 
(Sections 4 and 5). The goal of both approaches was to develop robust methodologies to 
understand differences between region-specific channel types and their existence throughout the 
regional stream network. 
 
This report contains the following deliverables under contract 16-062-300-2 – Task 7 – Stream 
Sub Classification Developoment Guidance for Regions Outside of the Sacramento River Basin: 
 

- Methodology for channel type classification; 
- Field site geomorphic classifications for contract regions: Klamath, North Coast, North 

Central Coast, South Central Coast and South Coast; 
- Methodology for channel type predictions; and 
- Channel type predictions for contract regions: Klamath, North Coast, North Central 

Coast, South Central Coast and South Coast. 
 

2. Site Classification Methodology 

2.1. Objectives 
 
The objective of the channel-reach morphology classification was to organize field-surveyed sites 
into groups of similar channel form, thus representing archetypical stream forms within a region. 
These classifications approximate river form at the scale of 10 – 20 channel widths, otherwise 
defined as a streams’ channel-reach morphology (Montgomery and Buffington, 1997). The 
objective was assessed independently in each of the five coastal management regions. The 
objective was achieved by surveying stream reaches and using multivariate statistical techniques 
to identify survey sites with more similar and dissimilar stream forms. The archetypical channel-
reach morphologies described in each classification are referred to as channel types. 



 

2.2. Data Acquisition and Processing 
2.2.1. Site Selection 
 
In an effort to survey stream sites representative of all existing channel types, a methodology was 
developed to determine the geomorphic settings of streams across the state based on two key 
geomorphic influences: sediment supply and transport capacity. Sites were selected at random 
from each stratified sampling bin within the stream network of each region. Bins were defined by 
estimates of sediment supply and transport capacity for each 200-m segment (Appendix A). 
Lateral valley confinement and hillslope sediment supply derived from the Revised Universal 
Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) were used as indicators of sediment supply. Contributing drainage 
area and slope were used as indicators of transport capacity. Streams were first classified by 
sediment supply (confinement and RUSLE) and second by transport capacity (area and slope). 
Upper level bins were defined as confined, partly-confined, or unconfined and with high or low 
sediment supply, resulting in six upper level bins. Sites within each upper level bin were then 
grouped into five lower level contributing area-slope bins based on statistical distances. The 
resulting 30 bins (6 upper level bins by 5 lower level bins) were all sampled at least once. The 
remaining sites were then sampled across lower level bins within upper level bins with a greater 
proportion of sites. More detailed information on the estimation of binning metrics can be found 
in Section 2.2.3 and Appendix A. 
 
2.2.2. Field Surveys and Post-Processing 
 
A total of 596 surveys were included in the classification analysis across all regions (Figure 1). 
Survey methodologies are based on the California Water Board’s Surface Water Ambient 
Monitoring Program (SWAMP) protocols (Ode, 2007). In the coastal regions, stream survey 
lengths were fifteen times mean bankfull width. Ten equally spaced cross-sectional surveys were 
completed along the channel length using rod and level techniques. The bankfull level was 
defined using geomorphic and vegetative indices as defined by Ode (2007) for SWAMP 
protocols, including slope breaks, change from annual to perennial vegetation, and changes in 
sediment size. These indices were used to calculate bankfull width (w) for each cross-section. 
Bankfull depth (d) and water depth were recorded at the thalweg. A Wolman pebble count was 
also conducted along each cross-section (Wolman, 1954). Finally, a longitudinal survey was 
conducted along the thalweg at each cross-section. 
 
Field survey data was processed in preparation for statistical analysis to describe reach-average 
dimensional and sediment characteristics. In addition to the mean values of bankfull width (w), 
depth (d), and bankfull width-to-depth ratio (w/d), median (D50) and 84th percentile (D84) grain 
sizes of Wolman pebble counts were calculated. Slope (s) was calculated from the best fit 
regression line of surveyed water surface elevations along longitudinal, thalweg transects. The 
coefficients of variation of bankfull width and bankfull depth, or the ratio of standard deviation to 
mean, were calculated at each site using data from each surveyed cross-section. Here, coefficients 
of variation of width (CVw) and depth (CVd) are referred to as topographic variability attributes 
(TVAs, Lane et al., 2017b). 
 



 
Figure 1. Regional boundaries and survey site locations used in geomorphic classification. 

 
  



 
2.2.3. Geomorphic Information Systems Metrics 
 
A geographic information system (GIS) [ESRI ArcGIS 10.4 (ESRI, 2016)] was used for 
geospatial analysis in both initial site selection and the estimation of geospatial attributes used in 
statistical methods.  
 
Contributing area (Ac) and slope were estimated for initial site selection based on sampling 
scheme protocols described in 1.1.2. Contributing area was calculated based on the United States 
Geological Survey 10-m National Elevation Dataset (Gesch et al., 2002; NED) and streamlines 
defined by the National Hydrography Dataset version 2 (McKay et al., 2012; NHDPlusV2). 
Slope for pre-survey binning was calculated based on the ratio of the upstream and downstream 
differences in elevation and the length of the given stream segment. This technique provides a 
rough estimate of slope, but error is often associated with these estimates especially for short 
stream segments (Neeson et al., 2011) so slope was calculated from site surveys for statistical 
analysis. 
 
Sediment supply bins were defined based on calculated valley confinement distances and RUSLE 
estimates. Valley confinement (Cv), which denotes the relative interaction of a stream and the 
nearest hillslope, was calculated as a distance from the channel thalweg to bounding valley wall. 
The metric is reliant upon definition of a valley wall, which was defined using a 10-m digital 
elevation model (DEM), where 25 percent slope was chosen as a threshold between valley 
bottom and valley wall capturing a medial value between clay and sand dominated hill footslopes 
(Carson, 1972). Confined, partly-confined, and unconfined nomenclature was defined by a 
logarithmic scale of <= 100 m, >100 and <= 1000 m, and > 1000 m, respectively. The RUSLE 
was used as a surrogate for hillslope erosion because it is a widely known methodology and 
calculation of the metric was achievable across the entire state of California. High and low 
sediment bins were defined as greater and less than 225 t/km2/year, respectively. More detailed 
calculation methods can be found in Appendix A. 
 
2.2.4. Multivariate Statistical Classification 
 
Multivariate statistical clustering was used to develop regional channel types. Statistical 
techniques were based upon Lane et al. (2017a). The goal of this statistical methodological 
approach is to group sites with similar reach-averaged metrics The R language was used for all 
statistical analysis (R Core Team, 2017). Geomorphic attributes were rescaled from zero to one to 
remove the influence of large magnitude attributes. Linear correlations between all geomorphic 
inputs were first conducted to remove highly correlated metrics (cor function within the stats 
package). Euclidean distances between all site attributes were calculated for use in 
multidimensional clustering. Although ultimately not directly used in the classification of sites, 
NMDS scaling using Euclidean distances (metaMDS function within the vegan package) and 
calculation of principal component vectors (prcomp function within the stats package) were 
conducted to assess which attributes were most influential in distributing sites across multivariate 
space (Anderson, 2001; Clarke, 1993; Kruskal, 1964; Oksanen et al., 2019). Actual classification 
of sites was conducted using Ward’s Hierarchical Clustering (WHC) with the Euclidean distance 
matrix (hclust function with the method defined as Ward.D2 in the stats package) (Murtagh 



and Legendre, 2014a, 2014b; Ward, 1963). This approach stratified the data by minimizing 
within-cluster variance and maximizing between-cluster variance. In geomorphic terms, this 
ideally means that more similar geomorphic settings are clustered together. Hubert Index values 
were used as one tool in selection of an appropriate number of channel types (NbClust function 
and package) (Charrad et al., 2012). However, heuristic refinement of these groupings was also 
conducted based upon field reconnaissance and expert knowledge of specific field sites. 
Classification tree analysis was conducted as a method to understand the stability of the 
hierarchical classification, which is presented here as the cross-validation percentage (rpart 
package) (De’ath and Fabricius, 2000; Therneau and Atkinson, 2018). The nonparametric Dunn’s 
Test was used to quantify and compare clustering attributes across classified channel types 
(Kassambara, 2019).  
 
The statistical methodology is iterative in the sense that both the hierarchical clustering and 
classification tree analysis can be altered with different combinations of input variables to better 
understand the geomorphic attributes most influential in clustering and classification. Ultimately, 
the number of channel types was selected based on the combination of hierarchical clustering, 
potential heuristic adjustment of those clusters based on expert opinion or field reconnaissance, 
and assessment of the stability of the resulting geomorphic classification using the classification 
tree approach. 
 

3. Site Classification Results 

3.1. Klamath 
 
A total of 105 sites were used in the Klamath region classification. The final NMDS solution 
recorded two- and three-dimensional stress values of 0.119 and 0.072, respectively (Figure 2). 
The first and second principle component axes (PCAs) accounted for 43% and 22% of the 
variance in the data and were most greatly associated with D84 and Cv, respectively. 
 



 
Figure 2. NMDS scatter plot with principal component vectors for attributes used in the 
classification of sites. Scattered sites are colored according to final channel type. Longer 

principal component vectors indicate greater influence on the scattering of sites. 
 
 
Seven channel types were identified through the WHC with heuristic refinement (Figure 3). The 
final seven channel types were the result of CART analysis which resulted in a successful 
prediction rate of 96.2% (Figure 4). Ten-fold cross-validation, a measure of prediction on unseen 
data, was 82.9%. The final classification tree was defined by D84, CVd, s, and Cv. Final channel 
types were made up of between 1 and 47 sites. Median attributes of each channel type can be 
found in Table 1. The channel types are summarized in Figure 5. Distributions of channel type 
attributes and classified site locations can be found in Figure 6 and Figure 7, respectively. 
 

 



 
Figure 3. Ward’s hierarchical clustering dendrogram with associated heuristic channel types. 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Final yes/no classification tree that produced suitable prediction and cross-validation 

percentages. Channel types are indicated by number at the bottom of the figure. 
 
The Klamath classification resulted in three confined channel types, one partly-confined channel 
types, and three unconfined channel types. Confined channel types were dominated by the 
highest slopes and largest sediment sizes. Confined, boulder-bedrock, step-pool (K-1) streams 
were defined by moderate slopes compared to other confined classes, but a large proportion of 
the channel bottom at these sites was bedrock. This would suggest that these streams are able to 



transport much of the sediment that is supplied to these channels. In contrast, confined, cobble-
boulder, cascade/step-pool (K-6) streams were found to have smaller sediment sizes and steeper 
slopes. These streams are likely to be subjected to high sediment inputs from colluvial sources as 
the sites were also the steepest of all channel types in the Klamath region. The confined, cobble-
boulder, uniform (K-7) channel type exhibited very low channel variability and the lowest slopes 
of the confined channel types. In the downstream continuum, partly-confined, gravel-cobble, 
riffle-pool (K-5) streams are likely to exist as the distance between valley walls increases, slope 
decreases, and alluvial floodplain formation begins. In the largest rivers within the Klamath 
region, valley width continues to expand and unconfined, high-order, gravel-cobble, riffle-pool 
(K-3) streams exist. These streams are characteristic of the mainstem rivers in the Klamath 
region. Other unconfined channel types were found to exist in localized stretches, including 
unconfined, high width-to-depth, gravel uniform (K-4) streams in the upland Scott and Shasta 
valleys, as well as unconfined, low width-to-depth, gravel uniform (K-2) streams in the more 
incised channel settings. 
 
Table 1. Median channel attributes of seven channel types within the Klamath region.  

Channel 
Type 

Ac 
(km2) s d 

(m) w (m) w/d CVd CVw D50 
(mm) 

D84 
(mm) 

Cv 
(m) 

K-1 23 0.0302 1.57 10.24 7.2 0.27 0.23 128 5000 30 
K-2 38 0.0061 1.48 11.31 9.0 0.12 0.25 20 45 3173 
K-3 1728 0.0010 5.31 152.38 31.9 0.29 0.18 45 90 2698 
K-4 27 0.0053 1.14 25.55 28.6 0.28 0.23 11 45 4693 
K-5 83 0.0134 1.70 21.39 13.7 0.37 0.26 45 159 131 
K-6 7 0.1122 1.18 6.24 6.0 0.25 0.27 77 595 22 
K-7 41 0.0230 1.45 12.50 9.1 0.17 0.22 90 1000 20 

 
 
 

 



Figure 5. The seven channel types within the Klamath region developed by multivariate 
statistical analysis with heuristic refinement. 

 



 

 
Figure 6. Box-and-whisker plots of classification metrics for each channel type in the Klamath 
region. Purple boxes represent channel types with significant differences from multiple other 

channel types based on Dunn’s Test. Yellow boxes represent channel types significantly different 
than one other channel type and empty boxes represent a channel type with no significant 

differences. 
 



 

 
Figure 7. Location of site surveys colored by channel type in the Klamath region. 

 
 

3.2. North Coast 
 
A total of 201 sites were used in the North Coast region classification. The final NMDS solution 
recorded two- and three-dimensional stress values of 0.167 and 0.1, respectively (Figure 8). The 
first and second principle component axes (PCAs) accounted for 26% and 24% of the variance in 
the data and were most greatly associated with Ac and D84, respectively. 
 



 
Figure 8. NMDS scatter plot with principal component vectors for attributes used in the 
classification of sites. Scattered sites are colored according to final channel type. Longer 

principal component vectors indicate greater influence on the scattering of sites. 
 
Eight channel types were identified through the WHC with heuristic refinement (Figure 9). The 
final eight channel types were the result of CART analysis which resulted in a successful 
prediction rate of 93.5% (Figure 10). Ten-fold cross-validation, a measure of prediction on 
unseen data, was 85.6%. The final classification tree was defined by Ac, D84, s, CVd, CVw, and Cv. 
Final channel types were made up of between 9 and 43 sites. Median attributes of each channel 
type can be found in Table 2. The channel types are summarized in Figure 11. Distributions of 
channel type attributes and classified site locations can be found in Figure 12 and Figure 13, 
respectively. 
 



 
Figure 9. Ward’s hierarchical clustering dendrogram with associated heuristic channel types. 

 

 
Figure 10. Final yes/no classification tree that produced suitable prediction and cross-validation 

percentages. Channel types are indicated by number at the bottom of the figure. 
 
The North Coast classification resulted in six confined channel types, one partly-confined 
channel type, and one unconfined channel type. Confined channel types were most significantly 
influenced by slope, sediment size, and TVAs. The steepest streams in the region are categorized 
as confined, cobble-boulder, cascade/step-pool (NC-2) systems. These streams have grain 
roughness characteristics due to colluvial inputs and large sediment sizes. Two confined channel 
types exhibit uniform reach-scale channel dimensions but differ significantly in grain size: 
confined, cobble-boulder, uniform (NC-6) and confined, gravel-cobble, uniform (NC-8) streams. 
The final three confined channel types all exhibit the same sediment size but differ significantly 



from each other and uniform streams in a combination of stream variability. Confined, gravel-
cobble, uniform width-bed undulating streams (NC-4) exhibit uniform widths but bed undulation 
due to depositional and scour patterns. Confined, cobble-boulder, width variable-plane bed (NC-
5) streams do not exhibit the channel bed scouring of the bed undulating streams but do show 
high variability in width. Finally, confined, cobble-boulder, riffle-pool (NC-7) streams show 
relatively high variability in both width and depth, thus exhibiting a more classic riffle-pool 
morphology. The partly-confined streams within the North Coast region are characteristic of the 
larger mainstem rivers in the region and are defined as partly-confined, high order, gravel-
cobble, riffle-pool (NC-1) streams. Finally, unconfined, gravel-cobble, riffle-pool (NC-3) streams 
exist within the relatively few valley bottoms within the region and exhibit variability associated 
with riffle-pool formation. 
 

Table 2. Median channel attributes of eight channel types within the North Coast region. 
Channel 

Type 
Ac 

(km2) s d 
(m) 

w 
(m) w/d CVd CVw D50 

(mm) 
D84 

(mm) 
Cv 

(m) 
NC-1 959 0.0013 2.56 61.35 24.0 0.31 0.22 22.6 64 132 
NC-2 6 0.0974 1.16 7.24 6.6 0.28 0.20 64 1000 3 
NC-3 46 0.0026 1.50 14.42 10.4 0.30 0.22 16 32 1749 
NC-4 67 0.0062 1.28 15.65 12.1 0.43 0.19 32 128 30 
NC-5 12 0.0171 1.20 10.45 9.9 0.18 0.33 32 64 43 
NC-6 37 0.0126 1.22 13.94 11.4 0.22 0.19 77 1000 21 
NC-7 12 0.0098 1.22 10.53 9.6 0.25 0.26 32 77 31 
NC-8 18 0.0138 1.14 8.18 8 0.17 0.17 32 64 48 

 
 
 



 
Figure 11. The eight channel types within the North Coast region developed by multivariate 

statistical analysis with heuristic refinement. 
 



 
Figure 12. Box-and-whisker plots of classification metrics for each channel type in the North 
Coast region. Purple boxes represent channel types with significant differences from multiple 
other channel types based on Dunn’s Test. Yellow boxes represent channel types significantly 

different than one other channel type and empty boxes represent a channel type with no 
significant differences. 

 



 
Figure 13. Location of site surveys colored by channel type in the North Coast region. 

 
 

3.3. North Central Coast 
 
A total of 104 sites were used in the North Central Coast region classification. The final NMDS 
solution recorded two- and three-dimensional stress values of 0.163 and 0.094, respectively 
(Figure 14). The first and second principle component axes (PCAs) accounted for 33% and 22% 
of the variance in the data, respectively. Both were most greatly associated with D84. 
 



 
Figure 14. NMDS scatter plot with principal component vectors for attributes used in the 
classification of sites. Scattered sites are colored according to final channel type. Longer 

principal component vectors indicate greater influence on the scattering of sites. 
 
Six channel types were identified through the WHC with heuristic refinement (Figure 15). The 
final six channel types were the result of CART analysis which resulted in a successful prediction 
rate of 89.4% (Figure 16). Ten-fold cross-validation, a measure of prediction on unseen data, was 
85.6%. The final classification tree was defined by CVd, w/d, Cv, D84, w, and s. Final channel 
types were made up of between 5 and 32 sites. Median attributes of each channel type can be 
found in Table 3. The channel types are summarized in Figure 17. Distributions of channel type 
attributes and classified site locations can be found in Figure 18 and Figure 19, respectively. 
 

 
Figure 15. Ward’s hierarchical clustering dendrogram with associated heuristic channel types. 



 

 
Figure 16. Final yes/no classification tree that produced suitable prediction and cross-validation 

percentages. Channel types are indicated by number at the bottom of the figure. 
 
Streams in the North Central Coast region were classified into four confined channel types, one 
partly-confined channel type, and one unconfined channel type. Streams in steep, mountainous 
settings are classified as confined, cobble-boulder, cascade/step-pool (NCC-5) streams. At 
moderate slopes and smaller confined, sediments sizes, TVA values decrease significantly from 
other confined channel types and result in confined, gravel-cobble, uniform (NCC-6) streams. 
Confined streams with the lowest slopes are differentiated by both sediment size and TVA 
values. Confined, cobble-boulder, uniform width-bed undulating (NCC-1) streams show uniform 
width characteristics but high depth variability. These streams are likely subjected to a greater 
colluvial inputs at the valley margin. The last confined channel type, confined, gravel-cobble, 
riffle-pool (NCC-2), exists at the lowest slopes and has smaller sediment sizes than NCC-1. In 
addition, these streams show both high width and depth variability and exhibit a characteristic 
riffle-pool morphology. The largest rivers, both in size and contributing area, in the North Central 
Coast region are partly-confined, gravel, riffle-pool (NCC-3) streams. Finally, the unconfined, 
gravel, uniform (NCC-4) streams show low TVA values and exist in valley settings throughout 
the region 
 
  



Table 3. Median channel attributes of six channel types within the North Central Coast region. 
Channel 

Type 
Ac 

(km2) s d 
(m) 

w 
(m) w/d CVd CVw D50 

(mm) 
D84 

(mm) 
Cv 

(m) 
NCC-1 24 0.0070 0.65 7.99 12.3 0.33 0.18 64 5000 24 
NCC-2 37 0.0054 0.56 8.01 17.9 0.44 0.23 22.6 64 73 
NCC-3 184 0.0016 0.90 20.50 30.1 0.41 0.26 22.6 45 155 
NCC-4 21 0.0047 0.36 4.87 15.2 0.25 0.18 22.6 54.5 1947 
NCC-5 5 0.0622 0.44 4.25 9.7 0.25 0.26 64 2000 15 
NCC-6 17 0.0105 0.53 6.37 13.0 0.23 0.22 32 90 60 

 
 
 

 
Figure 17. The six channel types within the North Central Coast region developed by 

multivariate statistical analysis with heuristic refinement. 
 



 
Figure 18. Box-and-whisker plots of classification metrics for each channel type in the North 
Central Coast region. Purple boxes represent channel types with significant differences from 

multiple other channel types based on Dunn’s Test. Yellow boxes represent channel types 
significantly different than one other channel type and empty boxes represent a channel type with 

no significant differences. 
 



 
Figure 19. Location of site surveys colored by channel type in the North Central Coast region. 

 

3.4. South Central Coast 
 
A total of 119 sites were used in the South Central Coast region classification. The final NMDS 
solution recorded two- and three-dimensional stress values of 0.141 and 0.095, respectively 
(Figure 20). The first and second principle component axes (PCAs) accounted for 28% and 23% 
of the variance in the data and were most greatly associated with D84 and CVd, respectively. 
 



 
Figure 20. NMDS scatter plot with principal component vectors for attributes used in the 
classification of sites. Scattered sites are colored according to final channel type. Longer 

principal component vectors indicate greater influence on the scattering of sites. 
 
Eight channel types were identified through the WHC with heuristic refinement (Figure 21). The 
final eight channel types were the result of CART analysis which resulted in a successful 
prediction rate of 89.9% (Figure 22). Ten-fold cross-validation, a measure of prediction on 
unseen data, was 74.8%. The final classification tree was defined by D84, CVd, Cv, and w. Final 
channel types were made up of between 7 and 27 sites. Median attributes of each channel type 
can be found in Table 4. The channel types are summarized in Figure 23. Distributions of channel 
type attributes and classified site locations can be found in Figure 24 and Figure 25, respectively. 
 



 
Figure 21. Ward’s hierarchical clustering dendrogram with associated heuristic channel types. 

 

 
Figure 22. Final yes/no classification tree that produced suitable prediction and cross-validation 

percentages. Channel types are indicated by number at the bottom of the figure. 
 
Streams in the South Central Coast region were classified into three confined channel types, two 
partly-confined channel types, and three unconfined channel types. Confined channel types were 
most clearly differentiated by slope, sediment size, and TVA values. Confined, cobble-boulder, 
cascade/step-pool (SCC-5) streams are found at the greatest slopes and also have the largest 
sediment sizes. At lower slopes, but of similar grain size, confined, cobble-boulder, riffle-pool 
(SCC-8) streams exhibit high TVA values. This is in contrast to confined, gravel-cobble, uniform 
(SCC-4) streams that exhibit low TVA values and also have smaller sediment sizes. Two types of 



partly-confined streams, partly-confined, gravel-cobble, uniform (SCC-3) and partly-confined, 
gravel-cobble, riffle-pool (SCC-7) are differentiated by low and high TVA values, respectively. 
These differences also exist in unconfined settings. Unconfined, gravel-cobble, riffle-pool (SCC-
6) streams show high width and depth variability, while both unconfined, high-order, sand-
gravel, uniform (SCC-1) and unconfined, low-order, sand-gravel, uniform (SCC-2) streams show 
low width and depth variability. The SCC-1 channel type is differentiated from SCC-2 channel 
type by greater contributing areas and width-to-depth ratios. 
 
Table 4. Median channel attributes of seven channel types within the South Central Coast region. 

Channel 
Type 

Ac 
(km2) s d 

(m) 
w 

(m) w/d CVd CVw D50 
(mm) 

D84 
(mm) 

Cv 
(m) 

SCC-1 157 0.0035 0.87 15.71 16.3 0.13 0.19 2.8 16 2520 
SCC-2 11 0.0048 0.55 3.85 6.5 0.12 0.20 5.6 32 1055 
SCC-3 22 0.0088 0.70 7.14 9.6 0.11 0.19 16 64 122 
SCC-4 14 0.0123 0.61 5.00 7.9 0.22 0.16 16 64 73 
SCC-5 28 0.0256 0.73 6.22 8.2 0.17 0.17 77 1000 13 
SCC-6 51 0.0075 0.87 6.50 10.4 0.36 0.25 22.6 38.5 1954 
SCC-7 97 0.0088 0.97 11.87 13.2 0.22 0.29 27.3 109 213 
SCC-8 20 0.0147 0.87 5.48 8.9 0.38 0.24 64 1000 79 

 
 
 

 
Figure 23. The seven channel types within the South Central Coast region developed by 

multivariate statistical analysis with heuristic refinement. 



 
 

 
Figure 24. Box-and-whisker plots of classification metrics for each channel type in the South 
Central Coast region. Purple boxes represent channel types with significant differences from 

multiple other channel types based on Dunn’s Test. Yellow boxes represent channel types 
significantly different than one other channel type and empty boxes represent a channel type with 

no significant differences. 
 



 
Figure 25. Location of site surveys colored by channel type in the South Central Coast region. 

 
 

3.5. South Coast 
 
A total of 67 sites were used in the South Coast region classification. The final NMDS solution 
recorded two- and three-dimensional stress values of 0.164 and 0.103, respectively (Figure 26). 
The first and second principle component axes (PCAs) accounted for 30% and 20% of the 
variance in the data and were most greatly associated with Cv and w/d, respectively. 
 



 
Figure 26. NMDS scatter plot with principal component vectors for attributes used in the 
classification of sites. Scattered sites are colored according to final channel type. Longer 

principal component vectors indicate greater influence on the scattering of sites. 
 
Five channel types were identified through the WHC with heuristic refinement (Figure 27). The 
final five channel types were the result of CART analysis which resulted in a successful 
prediction rate of 91% (Figure 28). Ten-fold cross-validation, a measure of prediction on unseen 
data, was 82.1%. The final classification tree was defined by CVd, w/d, s, and Cv. Final channel 
types were made up of between 6 and 23 sites. Median attributes of each channel type can be 
found in Table 5. The channel types are summarized in Figure 29. Distributions of channel type 
attributes and classified site locations can be found in Figure 30 and Figure 31, respectively. 
 

 
Figure 27. Ward’s hierarchical clustering dendrogram with associated heuristic channel types. 



 

 
Figure 28. Final yes/no classification tree that produced suitable prediction and cross-validation 

percentages. Channel types are indicated by number at the bottom of the figure. 
 
The South Coast region was defined by two confined channel types, two partly-confined channel 
types, and one unconfined channel type. Confined channel types were defined most prominently 
by slope. Confined, cobble-boulder, cascade/step-pool (SC-3) streams exist at steeper slopes and 
have greater variability than confined, gravel-cobble, uniform (SC-4) streams. Partly-confined 
streams show large differences in width-to-depth ratio due to the multi-threaded characteristics of 
partly-confined, gravel, braided (SC-2) streams. The SC-2 streams are in contrast to the single-
threaded partly-confined, gravel-cobble, riffle-pool (SC-5) streams, which also exhibit high depth 
variability. Finally, streams in unconfined settings generally show small sediment sizes and low 
TVA values and are classified as unconfined, sand-gravel, uniform (SC-1) streams. 
 

Table 5. Median channel attributes of five channel types within the South Coast region. 
Channel 

Type 
Ac 

(km2) s d 
(m) 

w 
(m) w/d CVd CVw D50 

(mm) 
D84 

(mm) 
Cv 

(m) 
SC-1 52 0.0053 0.63 6.67 10.0 0.24 0.20 5.6 22.6 2480 
SC-2 124 0.0143 0.42 17.92 36.7 0.25 0.30 10.8 48 202 
SC-3 28 0.0397 0.54 4.94 9.7 0.32 0.28 90 2000 31 
SC-4 25 0.0182 0.64 5.68 9.6 0.21 0.21 11 190 94 
SC-5 182 0.0054 0.60 7.78 12.8 0.35 0.28 16 128 126 

 
 
 



 
Figure 29. The five channel types within the South Coast region developed by multivariate 

statistical analysis with heuristic refinement. 
 



 
Figure 30. Box-and-whisker plots of classification metrics for each channel type in the South 
Coast region. Purple boxes represent channel types with significant differences from multiple 
other channel types based on Dunn’s Test. Yellow boxes represent channel types significantly 

different than one other channel type and empty boxes represent a channel type with no 
significant differences. 

 



 
Figure 31. Location of site surveys colored by channel type in the South Coast region. 

 

4. Stream Network Prediction Methodology 
 

4.1. Background on Machine Learning 

In the cognition process defining machine learning (ML), model parameters are internally 
optimized against some performance metrics: the model trains and self-improves. Hyper-
parameters set prior to training define the architecture of the model and tuning is used to select 
hyper-parameters leading to best performance. For a polynomial model, the order of the 
polynomial is the hyper-parameter, its coefficients are parameters optimized by minimizing the 
sum of the squared residuals and tuning identifies the order yielding the highest performance. 
Importantly, what separates ML from a curve fitting exercise is ML’s ability to generalize 
patterns. Such generalization is achieved by resampling the initial dataset into a training set and a 
test set such that the robustness of the learned pattern can be assessed against data unseen during 
training. 

Learning tasks are usually separated into unsupervised and supervised ML approaches. Both 
approaches use input data, predictor variables or predictors to extract or predict some information 
about a dataset. Unsupervised learning identifies patterns in input data and uses these patterns to 
cluster observations. Supervised learning uses known information to approximate the relationship 
between input data and output which can then be used to predict output from new input. When 
the distribution of such output is continuous, the supervised learning task is a regression problem. 
When the output distribution is discrete, it corresponds to labels or classes and the supervised 



learning task is a classification problem. For a regression problem, the relationship learned 
between output and input corresponds to a mathematical mapping. For a classification problem, 
what is learned pertains to class boundaries, divisions of the multi-dimensional predictor space 
separating subsets where observations of a given class are dominantly located. 

This study aims to predict channel types in five study regions: the Klamath, North Coast, North 
Central Coast, South Central Coast, and South Coast. In each region, a supervised ML 
classification approach answers the following question: Given a set of predictors, which label 
(channel type) should be assigned to each stream-reach? To achieve this study aim, we developed 
a two-tiered ML framework to: (i) define a tractable problem; (ii) assess the performance of 
models in statistical learning; and (iii) assess the performance of models in predictive modeling  
(Figure 32). 

 

 

Figure 32: Schematic of the three-tiered machine-learning framework. 
 

4.2. Problem Definition 

Our ML approach derives the relationship between labels corresponding to regional channel 
types defined in Section 3 and 147 predictors (Table 6). Several categories of predictors with a 
documented influence on landscape and channel morphology were considered: a) channel 
confinement ; b) stream network topology ; c) statistical roughness or fractal dimension of the 
topography (Pastor-Satorras and Rothman 1998; Dodds and Rothman 2000; Wilson and Dominic 
1998; Lifton and Chase 1992; Sung and Chen 2004; Faghih and Nourbakhsh 2015; Liucci and 
Melelli 2017; Duclut and Delamotte 2017); and d) nine Terrain Analysis Metrics (e.g.  curvature, 
(Rosgen 1994; Hurst et al. 2012; Prancevic and Kirchner 2019)). Previous research in the 
Sacramento Basin and the South Fork Eel River catchment highlighted that contextual variables 
like geology, soils, land cover and climate did not contribute to the classification and made the 
problem noisier and more complex. 



Since the distribution of Terrain Analysis Metrics across the landscape differentiates stages of 
landscape maturity (Bonetti and Porporato 2017) and channel types (Lane et al. 2017), five 
Distribution Metrics were estimated: mean, median, minimum, maximum, standard-deviation and 
skewness. Most predictors were derived from three core datasets: (i) the 10-m National Elevation 
Dataset (Gesch et al. 2002) NED; (ii) the stream network from the National Hydrology Dataset 
(McKay et al. 2012) NHDPlusV2; and (iii) the Stream-Catchment Dataset (StreamCat; Hill et al. 
2015) which aggregates previous data sources at the level of the NHD stream lines. 

The essence of the problem addressed in this study is the prediction of channel types, derived 
from data at the 100 to 102 m scale, by predictors available at coarser spatial scales, typically 
102 to 105 m (Table predictors). In addition, defining the relevant scales to distinguish 
controlling physical processes is often difficult. To address this challenge, we considered 32 sets 
of 5 nested spatial scales with upper scales from ∼ 0.6 km to ∼ 82 km when calculating the 
fractal dimension following the box-counting method from Liucci and Melelli (2017). This can 
be seen as an alternative to using multiscale decomposition of the topography. In addition, the 
Terrain Analysis Metrics and Distribution Metrics were estimated over two spatial coverages to 
represent hillslope and near-channel processes, respectively: a 512 − m square tile centered at 
the midpoint of each stream-interval and along a 100-m wide near-channel buffer. These two 
spatial coverages combined with nine Terrain Analysis Metrics and five Distribution Metrics 
result in 108 TAM-DM predictors (Table 6). 

  



Table 6. Predictors used in the Machine Learning framework. The 10-m National Elevation 
Dataset (Gesch et al., 2002) and the Stream-Catchment Dataset (Hill et al., 2015) are publicly 
available on download platform from the United States Geological Survey and the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency, respectively. The stream network from the National 
Hydrology Dataset (McKay et al., 2012) is publicly available on both platforms. 

predictors 
group predictor name spatial scale original data methodology 
TAM-DM 
(108) 

elevation 512 m; 100-m 
buffer 

Gesch et al. (2002) Hijmans et al. 
(2018) 

 slope 512 m; 100-m 
buffer 

Gesch et al. (2002) Hijmans et al. 
(2018) 

 aspect 512 m; 100-m 
buffer 

Gesch et al. (2002) Hijmans et al. 
(2018) 

 roughness 512 m; 100-m 
buffer 

Gesch et al. (2002) Hijmans et al. 
(2018) 

 flow direction 512 m; 100-m 
buffer 

Gesch et al. (2002) Hijmans et al. 
(2018) 

 planform 
curvature 

512 m; 100-m 
buffer 

Gesch et al. (2002) Florinsky (1998) 

 profile 
curvature 

512 m; 100-m 
buffer 

Gesch et al. (2002) Florinsky (1998) 

 Topographic 
Position Index 

512 m; 100-m 
buffer 

Gesch et al. (2002) Hijmans et al. 
(2018) 

 Terrain 
Ruggedness 
Index 

512 m; 100-m 
buffer 

Gesch et al. (2002) Hijmans et al. 
(2018) 

GIS-metrics 
(3) 

channel slope 200 m Gesch et al. (2002) ESRI (2016) 

 confinement - Gesch et al. (2002) Byrne et al. (2019) 
 sediment 

supply 
- Haan, Barfield, 

and Hayes (1994) 
Renard et al. (1997) 

network 
topology (4) 

drainage area - McKay et al. 
(2012) 

Hill et al. (2015) 

 Strahler’s 
stream order 

- McKay et al. 
(2012) 

Strahler (1957) 

 Local Drainage 
Density 

- McKay et al. 
(2012) 

Danesh-Yazdi, 
Tejedor, and 
Foufoula-Georgiou 
(2017) 

fractal 
dimension (32) 

Hurst 
coefficients 

640 m to 82 
km 

Gesch et al. (2002) Liucci and Melelli 
(2017) 

 



4.3. Assess Performance in Statistical Learning 

Assessment of the statistical performance quantifies the stability of the learning process. While 
numerous ML models exist, the best model for a given task is often unknown at the start (Luengo 
and Herrera 2013), leading to the common practice of training multiple models on the same task. 
A machine learning model is defined by its underlying algorithm, pre-processing, resampling, 
tuning strategy and performance metric. We describe these model components in the following 
sections. 

4.3.1. Algorithms 

Based on previous results in the Sacramento Basin and the South Fork Eel River catchment, three 
prominent ML algorithms were trained: Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF) 
and Artificial Neural Network (ANN). These three key algorithms are described below and 
implementation of the algorithms was performed using the R packages mlr (Bernd Bischl et al. 
2016). 

Linear SVM finds the linear boundary between two distinct classes by maximizing the margin 
between the class boundary and each class’s closest point(s) (Cortes and Vapnik 1995). Those 
points are the support vectors for the boundary. Non-linear boundaries are obtained by a non-
linear kernel version of SVM, transforming predictor space so that the problem becomes linearly 
solvable. The most common kernel used to perform this so-called kernel trick is the radial basis 
function. SVMs solve multi-class problems by transforming them into a set of two-classes 
problems for which multiple binarization strategies exist. 

RF is an ensemble of classification and regression trees built from random subsets of predictors 
(Breiman 1984). At each split of each tree, a predictor is chosen as splitting variable based on an 
information selection process (e.g.  Gini coefficient) which ultimately provides a measure of 
variable importance. In addition, the ensemble decision process from uncorrelated (random) trees 
lead to great performance when the training dataset is reduced, noisy or both (Fox et al. 2017). 

ANN are formed by successive layers of connected neurons each characterized by a weight and 
an activation. The weight describes the strength of the connection of the neuron to neurons in the 
next layer. The activation results from the combination, through an activation function, of the 
inputs that a neuron receives from the previous layer. The first and last layers of such networks 
correspond to input and output while middle layers are termed hidden. A network with a large 
number of hidden layers is called a deep ANN with emerging applications in hydrologic sciences 
(Shen 2018), geophysics (Bergen et al. 2019) and earth system science (Reichstein et al. 2019). 

4.3.2. Pre-processing 

Prior to statistical learning, a set of transformations was applied to predictors. Such a pre-
processing includes estimating missing values with median imputation, removing predictors with 
near-zero variance and applying centering and scaling transformations to collapse each predictor 
distribution to a normal distribution. The labels in this study suffer from the common ML 
challenge of unequal representation.The Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE, 
(Chawla et al. 2002)) assigns predictors along the edges connecting the 5-Nearest Neighbors 
from randomly selected observations and was used in SMOTE runs to address the imbalance of 
the training set. 



4.3.3. Resampling 

The main underlying resampling technique used here is 10-fold cross-validation, which allows all 
data to be used in both training and testing (Burman 1989): the data are randomly separated in ten 
parts or folds and successively, while one fold is held out, the nine other folds are used for 
training while performance is assessed against the hold-out fold. Repeated cross-validation 
addresses the potential bias introduced by the initial random selection of the folds. Because the 
structure of the spatial correlation is different across each region, we refrain to use spatial cross-
validation (Schratz et al. 2018) for comparing results between regions. In addition, the 
benchmark was performed using nested resampling which estimates the robustness of the tuning 
process and limits over-fitting by using two nested loops: an inner loop for model tuning and an 
outer loop for model selection (B. Bischl et al. 2012). While traditional resampling leads to a 
distribution of model performance, nested resampling additionally provides a distribution of best-
tuned hyper-parameters. Here, the outer resampling is a 10-fold stratified cross-validation 
repeated 10 times, the inner resampling is a 10-fold stratified cross-validation. 

4.3.4. Tuning Strategy 

For each model and for each region, the set of best hyper-parameters was tuned by a discrete grid 
search across 32 different values per parameter for RF and SVM, and with a random discrete 
search with 32 iterations for ANN. Coupled with the 10 repeated 10-fold outer cross-validation 
and with the inner 10-fold cross-validation, this tuning strategy leads to the training of 96,000 
models per region. 

4.3.5. Performance Metric 

The performance in statistical learning is assessed by benchmarking machine-learning models 
across the five regions of study using area-under-curve (AUC) and hyper-parameter tuning 
entropy. AUC is preferred here to accuracy for its higher discrimination performance, its clear 
relation to class-separability and its suitability for limited dataset (Rosset 2004; Huang and Ling 
2005; Ferri, Hernández-Orallo, and Modroiu 2009). In addition to AUC, the performance of the 
model is assessed by estimating the hyper-parameter tuning entropy from the distribution of their 
best-tuned hyper-parameters resulting from the nested resampling. Increasing entropy H 
corresponds to increasing unpredictability and here to an unstable learning process (Shannon 
1948):  

𝐻𝐻 = −�𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖

log𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 

with 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 probabilities. 

 

4.3.6. Posterior Calibration 

ML models output posterior probabilities that often require calibration. Such calibration corrects 
the potential distortion of the posterior probabilities when compared to empirical probabilities 
and improves model performance (DeGroot and Fienberg 1983; Zadrozny 2002; Niculescu-Mizil 
and Caruana 2005). Given the sigmoid-shape of most distortions, J. Platt and others (1999) 
proposed a sigmoid calibration to address this effect. Other useful approaches include Bayesian 



calibration and isotonic scaling (Zadrozny and Elkan 2002), which both require binarizing the 
problem (J. C. Platt, Cristianini, and Shawe-Taylor 2000; Kijsirikul and Ussivakul 2002; Dong, 
Frank, and Kramer 2005; A. C. Lorena and Carvalho 2010; Quiterio and Lorena 2016; Adnan 
and Islam 2015; Melnikov and Hüllermeier 2018). In this study, posterior calibration was 
performed using a multinomial regression; a straightforward extension of the binomial case 
corresponding to the logistic Platt’s scaling (J. Platt and others 1999). The R package glmnet was 
used to fit a generalized linear model with an elastic net penalty and with a 10-fold cross-
validation. 

4.4. Assess Performance in Predictive Modeling 
 
Assessing predictive modeling performance corresponds to evaluating the stability of the 
generalization process with a focus on providing a measure of uncertainty. In probabilistic 
predictive modeling, such as weather forecasting, prediction skill measures the difference 
between a predicted value and a reference forecast (Gneiting and Raftery 2007). If a reference 
forecast is unavailable, as in the current study, one strategy is to estimate the entropy 𝐻𝐻 from 
predicted posterior probabilities which prognosticates the prediction skill of a model (Stephenson 
and Dolas-Reyes 2000; Roulston and Smith 2002; Daley and Vere-Jones 2004; Nearing and 
Gupta 2015). In addition, the entropy rate 𝐻𝐻(𝜒𝜒) defines (to the limit) the variability of entropy in 
a Markovian sequence of prediction and the predictability of the sequence.  

In this study, the predictive performance of the selected most accurate ML models was 
quantitatively assessed using regional entropy, entropy rate and stream-interval entropy. First, the 
regional entropy is the entropy of the distribution of the most probable channel types across the 
entire area of study. This regional entropy of predictions is to be compared to the regional 
entropy of training labels that is the distribution of the channel types observed from field data. 
These field data have been collected following a stratified random sampling. In consequence, a 
ML model with good ability to generalize will yield predictions with a regional entropy close to 
the one derived from the training set. Second, at the network scale, the stability of the predictions 
was derived by computing the entropy rate from the transition probabilities between each channel 
types. Third, stream-interval entropy was derived from the posterior probabilities of the model 
with the highest median AUC, the lowest tuning entropy and the lowest entropy rate. Such a 
stream-interval entropy represents the stability of the predictions at the stream-interval scale and 
is a measure of prediction uncertainty. 

The map of predicted channel types was investigated using expert-knowledge, with a focus on the 
general spatial organization of channel types across study area as well as their geomorphic 
relevance. Aerial imagery was used to qualitatively confirm predictions at selected sample 
locations. Finally, the variable importance of predictors was investigated to support geomorphic 
interpretability of model predictions. 

 
 
 
 
 



5. Stream Network Prediction Results 

5.1. Performance in Statistical Learning 
5.1.1. Performance Metrics 

In all regions, the performance metrics in statistical learning of all models are high (Figure 33, 
Figure 34). The median cross-validated multiclass AUC is above 0. 90 and the median cross-
validated accuracy is above 70%. In terms of AUC, the best performing region is the Klamath 
region while the worst performing is the South Coast. Across all regions, the distributions of 
AUC and accuracy indicate that ANN is under-performing in comparison to RF and SVM. 
Combined with the complexity of the ANN model, this leads us to only consider RF and SVM in 
the remaining results. 

 

Figure 33: Distribution of cross-validated multiclass AUC for the ANN, RF and SVM models 
across the five regions of study. 



 

 

Figure 34: Distribution of cross-validated accuracy AUC for the ANN, RF and SVM models 
across the five regions of study. 



5.1.2. Nested Resampling Results 

Like regular resampling, nested resampling diagnoses the ability to generalize while also 
providing an evaluation of the stability of the tuning process. This stability is represented by a 
distribution of the hyper-parameters selected as best performing. Across all regions, the learning 
process of the RF model is more consistent across the training data set with distributions more 
defined than the ones corresponding to the SVM model (Figure 35). This visual inspection is 
supported by the entropy values associated with the hyper-parameter values distribution (Figure 
36): RF scores consistently lower than SVM. However, RF stability is higher in Klamath, North 
Coast and North Central Coast than in South Central Coast and South Coast regions. 

 

 

Figure 35: Distributions of best-tuned hyper-parameters resulting from nested resampling. 



 

Figure 36: Tuning entropy corresponding to the distributions of best-tuned hyper-parameters 
(Figure 35). 

 

  



5.2. Performance in Predictive Modeling 

Performance in predictive modeling is assessed from the ML model predictions with three 
metrics: regional entropy, entropy rate and stream-interval entropy. Regional entropy values fall 
the closest to the regional entropy for training for RF, underlining that the distribution of RF 
channel type predictions are closer than SVM predictions distributions to the distribution of the 
training set (Figure 37). The gap between regional entropy for training and for SVM diagnoses a 
poor generalization: SVM is not consistently predicting some channel types over the entire 
region. 

While entropy rate values are higher for RF than for SVM, this is linked to SVM’s poor 
generalization (Figure 37). SVM is not consistently predicting all channel types, with some 
channel types entirely missing from its predictions. This results in a lower number of channel 
types to transition from one stream interval to another and mechanically lower entropy rate. Such 
finding highlights that entropy rate should be considered in combination with other metrics for 
model selection. RF entropy rate is the lower in the Klamath region where statistical learning 
was the best performing and the most stable. 

In all regions, channel type predictions respect the general expected geomorphic organization of 
the landscape (Figure 38-42a). For example, confined high gradient channel types are 
dominantly predicted in mountainous areas where they are expected to occur (dark red and pink 
colors; Figure 38-42a). Similarly, unconfined channel types are predicted in valley areas (teal 
and blue colors; Figure 38-42a). Two caveats are rule-based post-hoc heuristic refinements 
performed in the Klamath and South Central Coast regions. In the Klamath region, using stream 
order achieved better discrimination for the unconfined, high order, gravel-cobble riffle-pool (K-
3). In the South Central Coastal, using valley confinement improved separation of the three 
unconfined classes. These two cases illustrate the limit of using coarse-scale geospatial databases 
to predict reach-scale channel types, which might only be discriminated with near-channel or in-
channel predictors (e.g. width, variability). Investigations are ongoing using topographic lidar 
datasets in order to better channel types predictions. Finally, the associated stream-interval 
entropy provides a measure of the uncertainty associated with the predictions and should guide 
future investigations and applications (Figure 38-42b). For example, high entropy values (purple) 
indicate a lower degree of confidence in a channel type prediction. 



 

Figure 37: Regional entropy and entropy rate across all regions. 
 

 

5.3. Channel Type Predictions 



5.3.1. Klamath 
 

 
Figure 38: Results for the Klamath region: a) map of the spatial predictions of channel types; 

inset shows general location in California; b) stream-interval posterior entropy. 



5.3.2. North Coast 

 

Figure 39: Results for the North Coast region: a) map of the spatial predictions of channel types; 
inset shows general location in California; b) stream-interval posterior entropy. 

 



5.3.3. North Central Coast 

 

Figure 40: Results for the North Central Coast region: a) map of the spatial predictions of 
channel types; inset shows general location in California; b) stream-interval posterior entropy. 

  



5.3.4. South Central Coast 

 

Figure 41: Results for the South Central Coast region: a) map of the spatial predictions of 
channel types; inset shows general location in California; b) stream-interval posterior entropy. 

 

 

  



5.3.5. South Coast 
 

 
Figure 42: Results for the South Coast region: a) map of the spatial predictions of channel types; 
inset shows general location in California; b) stream-interval posterior entropy.  
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